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and that they must harvest their crops in time. 
Affected persons will be compensated for the 
loss of affected crops, and fruit and timber 
trees at replacement value. 

5c. PUBLIC ASSETS 

Affected public buildings and structures will be 
restored to original or better condition. 

5d. RELOCATION 
Affected persons will have the option of moving 
back within the plot outside the ROW or relocating 
the houses or businesses. 

Affected persons will receive compensation at 
replacement cost for affected structures plus 
cash assistance and allowances to assist in 
the process of relocating. Assistance and 
allowance will consist of: (i) Transportation 
allowance; (ii) income loss for disrupted 
businesses; (iii) income restoration program for 
permanent loss of income; and (iv) additional 
assistance for vulnerable households. 

The specific amounts for compensation rates as 
well as allowances and assistance will be 
advised at the time the detailed resettlement 
plan is updated. 

6. DETAILED MEASUREMENT SURVEYAND 
REPLACEMENT COST SURVEY (RCS) 
The DMS is a detailed survey of 100% of 
affected persons to document all affected 
assets including land, houses, shops, other 
structures, crops and trees. It establishes the 
official list of affected persons who are eligible 
for compensation and other assistance. It will be 
conducted after detailed engineering for project 
infrastructure components is completed, and 
the COI has been demarcated on the ground. 
This activity will only be carried out in the 
presence of the affected persons. The affected 
persons and the local authorities will be 
informed prior to the activity. 

During the RCS, an independent appraiser/firm 
will determine compensation rates reflecting 
(replacement cost) current market prices for all 
affected assets. RCS will be conducted 
immediately after DMS and is valid for 1 year. 

7. INCOME RESTORATION PROGRAM 
The census, socio-economic survey (SES) and 
DMS will take note of the livelihoods and 
income level of affected persons and any 
impacts the Project may have on them. The 
Project will provide various forms of assistance 
to enable affected people to restore their 
livelihoods and income level to at least pre-
project levels. 

In addition, the Project will seek to maximize 
direct construction work opportunities to adults 
in the affected local communities (both men and 
women) during the Project implementation 
phase, particularly the severely affected and 
vulnerable affected households. Such 
opportunities will be announced in the local 
areas. 

8. CONSULTATIONS DURING DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Public consultation will be conducted 
throughout the Project cycle. Regular 
information will be provided through the PIUs, 
Sangkat/commune offices, village chiefs and 
local community-based organizations. Public 
consultation meetings with affected persons 
will take place (i) prior to the conduct of the 
DMS (to advise survey schedules and 
procedures), (ii) following the DMS (to advise 
of DMS results and proposed mitigation 
measures), (iii) during preparation of the 
detailed resettlement plan (to identify 
appropriate livelihood restoration measures, 
advise of compensation rates and details of 
allowances and assistance measures as well 
as details of resettlement arrangements); and 
(iv) on-going through implementation of the  

DRP before and during construction period. 

The DRP will also be disclosed in 
commune/Sangkat office for public access and 
uploaded on AD B's website. 

9. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

If the affected person (AP) is not clear about, or 
not satisfied, with the compensation offered for 
losses or, if for any reason, the compensation has 
not been paid according to the agreed schedule, 
the affected person has the right to lodge a 
complaint (see form attached). 

The grievance redress mechanism (GRM) 
consists of a three-stage process managed by the 
Provincial Grievance Redress Committee (PGRC) as 
follows: 

First stage: The aggrieved AP can lodge a 
written complaint to the Head of the District Office 
where the subproject is located. The AP can bring 
a community elder or representative to mediate in 
the matter at the District level. The IRC-WG will 
appraise the Head of the District Office about the 
matter. The conciliation meeting must be held and 
a decision taken within 15 working days after the 
date of registration of the complaint by the District 
Office. If the complaint is resolved at the District 
Level to the satisfaction of the AP, the IRC-WG will 
inform GDR's Department of Internal Monitoring 
and Data Management (DIMDM), which will review 
and seek the approval of the Director General, 
GDR for appropriate remedial action. The AP will 
be informed in writing by the GDR of the decision 
and the remedial action that will be taken within 15 
working days from the receipt of the letter from the 
District Office. If the complaint is rejected at this 
stage, the District Office will inform the AP in 
writing and if the AP is not satisfied with the result, 
s/he can proceed to the next step and lodge a 
written complaint to the GDR for resolution. 

Second stage: The GDR through its DIMDM will 
carry out a holistic review of the complaint and 
submit a report on its findings with the relevant 
recommendations, if any, to the Director General, 



GDR for a decision. It may also conduct a field 
visit to meet the aggrieved AP and the IRC-WG 
to gather the relevant details. The final report 

must be completed within 30 working days from 
the date of receipt of the complaint and submitted 
to the Director General, GDR for a final decision 
within 5 working days of receipt of the final report. 

In the event that the subject matter requires a 
policy level intervention, it will be referred to the 
IRC for a decision in which case 10 more working 
days will be added to the deadline for final 

decision. 

Third stage: The AP will submit a written 
complaint with the PGRC through the Provincial 
Governor's Office. The AP or a representative 
will be given an opportunity to present its case 
during the meeting and the PGRC may consider 
any compelling and special circumstances of 
the AP when reaching a decision. The GDR will 

send a representative, as a non-voting member, 
to provide explanation for the rejection of the 
complaint at the second step by the GDR. The 
decision of the PGRC must be reached on a 
consensus basis and will be final and binding 
except when the matter relates to any policy of 
the Government. Decisions on Government 
policy matters on LAR is decided by the IRC. 
The PGRC will have 40 working days from the 

date of receipt of the complaint to reach a final 
decision. The decision of the PGRC will be sent 

to the IRC through the GDR for endorsement 
before taking any remedial action. 

Court stage: The handling of the complaint at the 

administrative ends at the Third Step. There are 
no fees or charges levied on the AP for lodging 
and processing of the complaints under the First, 
Second and Third Steps. The aggrieved AP can 
file a suit at the Provincial/Municipal Courts, as 
applicable, to seek a resolution. Such actions will 
be at the cost of the AP. At this stage, there is no 
involvement of the GDR, PRSC or IRC-WG 
unless there is a judicial order from the competent 

court. 

If the AP is still not satisfied with the resolution of  

the complaints at the project and central level, 
the AP may also raise their concern or complaint 

with the ADB Cambodia Resident Mission 
(CARM), or directly contact the ADB Office of the 
Special Project Facilitator. 

Complaints can be made both in writing or 
verbally. Verbal complaints will be recorded by 
grievance redress officer at each stage. Copies 
of the complaints and decisions will be provided 
to the concerned persons. Monitoring and 

decisions will be recorded (see attachments). 

The contact details of each level of GRM are: 

(a) Commune Chief 
Name: Mr.Yuos Yern 
Position: Chief of Ratanak Commune 
Tel: 092 330181 

Name: Mr. Tao Horn 
Position: Chief of Preak Prah Sdac Commune 

Tel: 012 365279 

(b) District Grievance Redress Committee 
Name: Peng Sithy 
Position: Governor of Battambang city 

Name: Lum Sorm 
Position: Governor of Sang kae District 

Name: Mel Sophal 
Position: Governor of Ek Phnom District 

Name: Tep Horn 
Position: Governor of Kim Vannak City 

(c) General Department of Resettlement, 
Ministry of Economy and Finance (Phnom Penh) 

Tel/Fax: 023 42 66 82 

(d) Provincial Grievance Redress 
Committee 

10. MOFITORING AND EVALUATION 
All of the Project activities will be internally 
monitored by the Project Management Unit of 
the Ministry of Public Works and Transport.  
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A resettlement impact evaluation will also be 
undertaken after resettlement implementation 
to assess whether Project impacts have been 
mitigated adequately and pre-project living 
standards of affected persons have been 
restored. ADB will also monitor these activities 
in its regular supervision missions during project 

implementation. 

II. PROJECT CONTACT DETAILS 

(i) (Project Implementation Unit 
Name: Keum Sokuntheary 
Tel: 092 818 017 

(ii) Asian Development Bank, Cambodia 

Resident Mission - Phnom Penh. 

Tel: (023) 215805, 215806, 216417 
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ENTITLEMENT MATRIX 

Cat. Type of 
Loss 

Application Category of 
DH 

Entitlements Clarification / 
Implementation 

Loss of Land 

Ia Loss of 
Land 

Agricultural, 

residential 
and 
commercial 
land 

Legal owners 
and holders of 

real right of 
land, including 
those covered 

by customary 

rights 

• Cash compensation for land at 
full replacement cost or land 
swap of equal productive value, 

• Provision of stamp duties, land 
registration fees and other 

similar taxes, if applicable, for 

acquiring legal rights in case of 

replacement land (land for land 
swap) 

• Includes option of 
compensation at same 
replacement cost for affected 
land that remains after partial 

acquisition if remaining land 
becomes unviable or unusable. 

• The remaining land if/when 

required for improvement, will 

be estimated by RCS at no cost 
to DPs (e.g., land filling and 
leveling), 

• For customary ownership, 

replacement land to sustain 
livelihood and way of life. Land 

registration, stamp duty and 
other fees to register land 
ownership or right to use will be 
reimbursed at cost. 

If land for land is 

offered, 
replacement land 

equal in area, 
quality and 
category and with 

registered title or 

secure tenure title 

will go to both 
husband and wife. 

Applies to only 
partial loss of land 
and where the DH 

agrees. 

DHs will vacate 

the land after one 

month after 
compensation has 
been offered 

Loss of Use of Land 

2a Loss of 
Crops, Fruit 

and Timber 
Trees) 

Agricultural 
land 

All DHs who 
are engaged in 
farming 
regardless of 

ownership/tenur 
e status 

• Matured trees (more than 5 

years) will be valued at full 
price, 

Market price is 
based on bole 

diameter at breast 
height as defined 
during the RCS. 

Loss of Structures 

3a Loss of 

Structures 

Residential 

commercial 

structures 
and other 
assets 
(barbed wire 
net) 

Owners of 

houses, 
buildings and 
structures 

• Cash compensation equivalent 

to replacement value of lost 
portion of the house / building / 
structure (wire fence). 

• DH can retain the materials 
from demolition of their houses 

or buildings or structures at no 
cost. 

RCS will 

determine the 
replacement cost. 

Loss of Livelihood and Income Restoration 

4a Permanent 
Loss of 

Livelihood 
Source due 
to physical 
relocation 

Income 
Restoration 

DHs who lose 
their source of 

livelihood 

permanently 

• Entitled to participate in any one 
of the following 3 Livelihood 

Restoration/Support Programs: 

• Land Based Livelihood 
Restoration for AHs engaged in 

land-based livelihood. (i) facilitate 
access to other land-based 

The program will 
be based on the 

choice of the DP. 

Land Based for 
DHs who lose 
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Cat. Type of 
Loss 

Application Category of 
DH 

Entitlements Clarification I 
Implementation 

sources of income, if affordable land-based 

productive land is available, like 

vegetable gardening, fruit tree, 

livestock and other similar land-

based income generating 
sources; (ii) provision of training in 

farming or livestock; and (iii) 
lump sum cash grant of US$ 200 
to re-start land based livelihood. 

livelihood 

• In case of unavailability of suitable 

land, the DHs can opt for either 

employment or business-based Employment 

livelihood program. Based for DHs 
who lose 

• Employment Based Livelihood employment - 

Restoration for AHs who lose 
employment permanently. (i) 
provision of employment skills 

based livelihood 

3 months of 

training; and (ii) lump sum cash income based on 

grant equivalent to 3 months of poverty rate= 

income based on official poverty (Monthly Poverty 

rate to supplement income Rate X Number 

support during the training period, of Members in 

DH X 3). 

Business Based 

• Business Based Livelihood for DHs who lose 

Restoration for AHs who lose business-based 

businesses permanently or AHs livelihood. This 

who opt for this as an alternative can also be 

livelihood source. (i) provision of available to DHs 

business skills; and (ii) a lump who do not want 

sum cash grant of US$ 200 to to continue with 

assist in starting micro or home- land or 

based business. employment-

based livelihood 

at their own 
choice. 
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Collection System Areas and WWTP 

Landfill Location 



Individual Complaint Form 

Second Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project 

Date of Complaint DMS No. 

Name of Complainant 

ID Number 

Family Book 

Contact (Mobile No) 

Address 

Summary of Complaint 

List of Supporting Documents/Evidence 

Name: 
(Head of Household) 

Sign/Thump Print: 

Date: 

87 
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Register of Complaint 

Second Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project 

Municipality-District-Kahn:  

Capital-Province: 

Date of 

Receipt of 
Complaint 

Case 

No. 

Name and ID of Complaint Main Points of Complaint 

Name ID Number / 

Family Book 



Royal Government of Cambodia 

Nation Religion King 

Letter from Head of District-Khan 

Municipality-District-Kahn:  

Capital-Province: 

Individual Complaint 

Case No. 

Name of Complainant 

Date of Complaint 

Summary of Complaints 

(Same as in Individual Complaint Register Form) 

GRC Meeting Held 

Date: Time: Location: 

Participants 

Summary of Discussion 

Date of Field Inspection (if any) 

Result of the Meeting I Decision 

L Reject-No basis as per Entitlement Matrix 

u Has Merit - Complaint forwarded to Resettlement Department for necessary action 

Name: 

Position: 

Sign/Thump Print: 

Date: 
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Annex E: Concept for AHs Consultation During DMS/SES and Consolidated Feedback of 

Consultation on During DMSISES (on-to-one) 

Note. The concept for consultation of AHs during DMS/SES was developed in response to COVlD-19 

pandemic induced restrictions on movement, public gatherings and meetings. 

I. Concept for Consultation and Participation Plan (as per ADB SPS) 

The Asian Development Bank's (ADB) Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS, 2009) stresses the significance of 

public consultation and participation for ensuring formulation and execution of development projects in 

compliance with environmental and social safeguards. ADB is committed to put meaningful consultation 
processes into practice. Meaningful consultation is a process that: 

(1) Begins early in the project preparation stage and is carried out on an ongoing basis throughout the project 

cycle; 

(2) Provides timely disclosure of relevant and adequate information that is understandable and readily 

accessible to affected people; 

(3) Is undertaken in an atmosphere free of intimidation or coercion; 

(4) Is gender inclusive and responsive, and tailored to the needs of disadvantaged and vulnerable groups; and 

(5) Enables the incorporation of all relevant views of affected people and other stakeholders into decision 
making, such as project design, mitigation measures, the sharing of development benefits and opportunities, 

and implementation issues. 

ADB requires borrowers/clients to engage with communities, groups, or people affected by proposed projects, 
and with civil society through information disclosure, consultation, and informed participation in a manner 
commensurate with the risks to and impacts on affected communities. 

Consistent with these efforts, the objectives of the consultation and participation plan and related stakeholder 
communication strategy are to (i) fully disclose information on the proposed project, its components, and its 

activities with the beneficiary communities and stakeholders; (ii) obtain information about the opinions, needs 
and priorities of beneficiary communities and stakeholders; (iii) solicit input and feedback on beneficial and 

mitigative measures; (iv) encourage the participation of beneficiary communities and stakeholders in project 
activities such as the preparation of resettlement plans that affect them, civil works construction, enterprise 

support programs, awareness raising activities, and monitoring; (v) obtain the consent and cooperation of 

beneficiary communities and stakeholders for activities required to be undertaken for project planning and 
implementation; (vi) establish a clear, easily accessible and effective grievance redress mechanism; and (vii) 
ensure transparency in all project activities. 

From the SPS point of view, the Project needs to ensure consultation is undertaken in an atmosphere free of 
intimidation or coercion and is particularly inclusive of and responsive to the needs of the disadvantaged and 

vulnerable groups especially those below the poverty line, the landless, the elderly, female headed 
households, women and children, Indigenous Peoples, and those without legal title to land. 

Consultations with the APs will include information of the project impacts (positive and negative), project 
implementation schedule and process, land acquisition and compensation process, affected households, APs' 
right to complain and the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM). Consultations with the displaced persons 
will provide a two-way information flow, ensuring that the concerns, questions and ideas of the APs will be 
discussed and responded to in an appropriate and gender inclusive way. 

II. Problem of COVID 
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The COVID-19 pandemic caused movement and public gathering restrictions in Cambodia, and the pandemic 
is far from over. COVID-19 remains a serious health security threat in Cambodia and WHO is still concerned 
about the potential for large scale community transmission. 

The core public health response including case detection, isolation, contact tracing and quarantine has been 

central to Cambodia's response strategy for stopping transmission and slowing the spread of COVID-19 to 
date. In addition to universal preventive measures including hand hygiene and cough etiquette, the RGC has 

also been implementing a number of physical distancing measures. Schools were closed in mid-March; 
international travel restrictions were implemented in late March and gatherings in entertainment venues such 
as cinemas and karaoke bars were restricted in early April. The Prime Minister also cancelled the Khmer New 
Year holiday scheduled for mid-April — one of the largest celebrations of the year amongst Khmer people, and 
additionally placed restrictions on travel between provinces and districts during this time. The screening and 
quarantine measures have been introduced in responding to the massive returning migrant workers from 
Thailand. The quarantine measures have also been implemented for managing any garment workers or 
company employees taking leave during Khmer New Year. 

Under the Project guideline, T52 project needed to start conducting the DMS from 27 April, including public 

consultations as per ADB SPS with the local people who will be affected by the Project. The consultations 
were needed to share information about the Project description, resettlement framework, and also inform about 

ADB policy. Based on the COVlD-19 restrictions, the public consultations were not allowed. So, the original 
public consultation scheduled planned was canceled. However, GDR suggested using face to face 
consultation, instead of the public consultations which were cancelled, for directly meeting with all of the 
households who are impacted by the Project during conducting the DMS. 

During conducting of the DMS, the working group was devised into two teams while working closely together 
from house to house of the AHs. The first team worked as the outreach group to consult and explain about the 
Project and ADB and RGC policies to all of the households one by one before the actual DMS/SES was 

conducted. The outreach team also distributed the Khmer PlBs to all affected household, while inviting also 
their neighbor to join the consultation (but keeping the group size still under 5 people). If the affected household 
could not read or were unclear of the meanings in the PIBs, the outreach team read and explained them to all 
of the participants to ensure they know the detail meaning in the Khmer PIBs. The second team followed after 
the outreach group to conduct the DMS/SES questionnaire interview with the household head or 
representative of the household head. 

Ill. One to One Consultation Standard Format 

The outreach group of the DMS team was trained to follow the instructions of the standard format of 
consultation as detailed below, followed by the second team conducting the DMS/SES interview with the 
affected household. While conducting the one to one consultation the outreach team also encouraged all the 

household to raise all their concern, suggestion, comment, and question during the discussion part of the 
consultation. All feedback, concerns and comments were documented during the one-to-one consultations by 
the DMS team on separate notes from the DMS form and compiled on weekly basis. 

1. Consultation Agenda 

a.  Project Description 

• Project description and its purpose 

• Project design, funding and institutional arrangement 

• Detail about project location, benefits and impact 

b.  Resettlement Activities 

• Details about RGC and ADB resettlement policy (SPS 2009) 

• Details about the Project involuntary resettlement framework 
o What are the affected people and vulnerable groups? 
o Corridor of impact (001) vs Right-of-Way (ROVV) 
o Framework for compensation and entitlement 
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o Cut-off-date 

o Grievance Redress Mechanism and PRSC 

• Detail about DMSISES and RCS 

• Distribute Khmer language PIBs 
o If AHs cannot read or are unclear, the outreach team assisted by reading it or explanation 

one by one to all of the AHs 

• Question and answer, and any comment or recommendation 

IV. Summary of the consultation outcome 

The summary of the comments, questions and suggestion of the affected household during the DMS are 

grouped together according to the one to one consultation conducted with the affected household as 
below. 

a.  AHs Comments During Consultation 

1. We understand about this project and know about the project benefits, especially that we can receive 
compensation from the sub-project for affected structures. 

2. We are happy to attend the consultation with the working group who visited us directly at home and 
explained the details about the project and its policies to us, especially, regarding the compensation 

when the project affects our private assets. 
3. It is great that BTB has this opportunity to have separate system for storm water and sewerage. The 

compensation is not a problem for us because it just affects secondary structures, but hopefully the 
project will come soon because this area always flood badly every year during wet season. 

4. This is very good news and we have waited for long time for this development to happen in our 

commune. it is good that the project can support us with compensation for affected assets and also 
take time to directly consult us at home. 

5. This project is different from the last one as it directly consults and inform us about the compensation. 
In our view the best way to compensate is for the people affected for their private assets. 

6. The project should compensate all affected assets before the construction start and should inform us 
about the construction schedule also. 

7. it is a good policy for the project to compensate affected private assets or restore the structures to the 
same condition by the contractor. 

b.  AHs Question, Suggestion and Recommendation 

8. What is the project name? 
o Response: This project is Second Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin 

Project. This project has 2 sub-projects, the first one is sewerage system with the Wastewater 

Treatment Plan (WWTP) and the second one is new landfill that is located in the Takream 
commune. 

9. What is the construction schedule, which should be shared to local authority who can support sharing 
the information to all the people in the community. 

o Response: Before the construction, the project will inform all of you and meet with local 
authority about the project schedule. 

10. When the project construction start? 

o Response: Based on the discussion with PMC, the project construction is waiting until the 
end this year or maybe early next year. This project is under the ABD loan, so, the construction 
can start after the compensate processes are completed. 

11. How about the compensation prices to compensate for our affected assets? 
o Response: This stage is for conducting only DMS/SES with the affected people/household to 

collect detailed information about affected assets and their size. The compensation price unit 
cost will be determined by another independent consultant. After finishing the DMS and RCS, 
the final price estimate for compensation will be detailed and informed to all of the affected 
household before contract agreement. 

12. This project might affect with my store, if possible, is it possible to avoid impact with it? 
o Response: Based on the 001 set up by the DED the store will be affected similarly with other 

locations. After discussion with PMC, more impact was avoided and mitigated. Based on 
updated demarcation your store does not have any impact. 
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13. How about the compensation base? 

o Response: The compensation rates are based on the RCS final results. The RCS team is an 

independent working group who will study about the current market prices of materials, 
equipment and land. Everything related to the price of compensation will be based on the 

current market price. 
14. When the compensation payments start? 

o Response: The compensate can be processed after all steps in the process are completed 

as: 
• Conduct DMS 

• Send data to GDR 

• Clean and analyze the findings of the total impact and impact types 

• Prepare contract agreement with AHs 

• After complete RCS report and tabulation of DMS data 

• Tabulate and finale price for compensate 

• Inform to AHs about the result of their affected size and price for 
compensation 

• Make contract agreement for AHs to receive the compensate price after 

tabulation 
• Compensation processing between GDR and affected household 

15. After received the compensation, when the project needs me to remove the structure? 
o Response: After receipt of compensation the affected household need to remove the 

structure within 1 month of receiving the compensation. 
16. The vulnerable affected household was suggested to receive support from the project during 

conducting of the DMS. During conducting of DMS GDR monitored the AHs to identify vulnerable AHs 
and explained ADB policy and SOP of the RGC, which is that if the project identify vulnerable AHs, 
they can get additional allowance from the project if affected on their structures, assets or livelihoods 
by the project. 
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Annex F: Minutes of Meeting on Irrigation Canal and WWTP Effluent Discharge 

Date of Meeting 
(1) 2 April 2020, Time: 2:00 prr 

(2) 24 April 2020, Time: 3:00 p 

Venue 

PDOWRAM Office 

Prepared by 
Chan Narith 
National Resettlement Specialist 

Participants: 

• Deputy Director of PDOWRAM 

• PlU 

• PMC (National Resettlement Specialist and Sanitation Engineer) 

• GDR (24 April 2020 only) 

Background and Objective of the Meeting 

• Discussion about impact on the irrigation canal along the road to WWTP 

Minute of the meeting recorded 

Name: Narith Chan 
Gender: Male 
Position: 
National Resettlement Specialist 

Discussion: 
The Project want to confirm the 

department who is the owner of the 
irrigation canal along the existing 
road, which need to be upgraded for 

access to WWTP. 

The access road to VVWTP is 

proposed to be upgraded and will 
therefore, might have an impact on 
the irrigation canal. 

The project will prepare the letter 
and attach the DED for submit to the 
BTB-PDOWRAM checking. 
Discussion to be continued later. 

Name: Mr. Da 

Gender: Male 
Position: Deputy Director 

Response: 
The irrigation canal along the road site to the WWTP plan is under 
the PDOWRAM management and ownership. Please note that, 

all canals, streams, amd river etc. in Cambodia is under 

MOWRAM management. 

This issue needs to be discussed and find the best way for 
avoiding the impact on the irrigation, because all irrigation canals 
are very important for the farmer livelihoods. 

PDOWRAM, suggest to project 2 options: 
(1) The Project should prepare detailed drawing of the access 
road and attach with a letter to be submitted to PDOWRAM of 
BTB for review and checking to support the project and avoid any 
impact on irrigation canal if possible. 

(2) The Project should avoid all impacts with canal and change 
any widening of the road to another side where space is available 
rather than or impact on the irrigation canal, because: 

• These irrigation canals are important and necessary 

to support all the farmland around the commune, and 

also support to river environment. 

• The people or farmer will complain more when they 

are affected by lack of water from the irrigation canal, 

especially during farming. 

Please prepare DED drawings and letter to submit to PDOWRAM 

as soon as possible. 

For the WWTP, it is important to know where is effluent 

discharged after the treatment? Please detail by attach in DED 

and letter for submit to BTB-PDOWRAM. 

The BTB-PDOWRAM welcome the Project and will be waiting for 

the letter and DED submitted to the Director for checking and 

review. PDOWRAM will inform the Project about discussion 

schedule after receiving the DED and letter. 

Name: Mr. Yim Chamnan Name: Mr. Da 



Gender: Male 
Position: Environment Expert 

The Project want to inform to the 
PDOWRAM of BTB that all 

environment issues related to the 

Project is already reviewed into 
account in design and approved by 

the MoE. Hence, the quality of the 
outflow of treated water from WWTP 
is adequate to be directed to the 
existing canal and to Ou Many river. 
This is also documented in the 
minute of meeting from joint 
departmental staff meeting in 

Phnom Penh. 

Gender: Male 
Position: Deputy-Director of PDOWRAM 

Thank you for the reference document and minute of meeting 

about environmental aspects of the Project. 

There is no problem with the design aspects as long as there is 

no impact on irrigation water quality. 

If the WWTP outflow water quality is high it can be directed to the 
canal and to Ou Many river. This is to make sure there is no 

complaints from the villager and local authority. 

The information will be relayed to the director of the PDOWRAM 
for confirmation. 
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Pictures of the Discussion with Deputy Director of PDOWRAM about impact on irrigation 
canal along the access road to WWTP (2 April 2020) 

Attendance list of participants in the PDOWRAM meeting 

unj!j 
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English Translation of the Attendance List for Meeting at PDOWRAM office 

No Name Gender Institute Position 
Phone 

Number 
1 Kai Soda Male PDOWRAM Deputy Director 012 828 351 
2 Kern Sokun Theary Female BTB-DPWT Deputy Director 092 818 017 
3 Va Vandith Male TANCONs Sanitation Engineer 012 355 313 
4 Chan Narith Male RAM BOLL National Resettlement 089 566 998 
5 Chhern Sokum Male BTB-PDOWRAM Office Director 012 818 769 
6 Meas Chakriya Female BTB-PDOWRAM Administration Officer 093 591 6890 

Pictures of GDR and PIU meeting and conducted training DMS (24 April 2020) 

Review location and discussion about DMS working and training 

Meeting with Deputy-Director of PDOWRAM-BTB about outflow of water after treatment 
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Annex G: Minutes of Meeting with Market Vendors 

(a) 13 Makara Market Vendors Public Consultation Meeting 

Date of Meeting 
Monday, 28 May 2020 

Time: 10:00 am 

Venue 

13 Makara Market 

Prepared by 

Chan Narith 
National Resettlement Specialist 

Participants: 

• City Governor of BTB 

• Deputy City Governor of BTB 

• PlU 

• Local Authority 

• Market Manager 

• PMC (National Resettlement Expert and Environment Expert) 

Summary Attendant List 

• Local authority/key person Total = 10 

— Female = 1 
— Male 9 

• Participants Total = 48 
— Female: 47 
— Male: I 

Background and Objective of the Public Consultation Meeting 

• Public Consultation Meeting about new temporary place for market vendor. 

• Question and answer 

Summary Activities 
1. Open the public consultation meeting by the BTB City Governor 

a. Welcome remarks and opening the meeting 

b. Introduce the team and subproject description 

c. Introduce of objective of the meeting 

2. Mr. Chan Narith, National Resettlement Specialist 

a. Project description, RGC and ADB resettlement policy (SPS 2009) 

b. Detail about subproject Involuntary Resettlement Framework 

i. What are the affected assets, people, and Vulnerable group in the subproject? 

ii. Corridor of Impact (COl) vs. Right-of-Way (ROW) 

iii. Framework for compensation and Entitlement 

iv. Cut-off-date 

v. Grievance Redress Mechanism and PRSC 

c. Details about DMS/SES and RCS 

d. Details about location temporary and avoiding to lose the income of the market vendor 

e. Encouragement for all the participants raise up all their concern, suggestion, comment, 

and question during the discussion part of the consultation. 

3. Question and Answer, all the participants 

4. BTB City governor, Conclusion and closing remarks. 

Minute of the meeting recorded 

Question Answer 

Name: Peng Sithy 
Gender: Male 
Position: BTB Deputy Governor 
Welcome and Discussion: 

• Warm welcome for all of the participants in this meeting. 



• The objective of today meeting is to share information about the Project and also to inform that 
some market vendors might be affected by the Project sewerage line construction. This might lead to 
temporary relocation for short time during construction. 

• Please be informed that the process is under responsibility of the city hall and management of 
the market. Together they will prepare a temporary place for affected market vendors to continue daily 
selling normally and to avoid any impact on your income. The Project would like to inform that when the 
Project start construction we need to move affected vendors for maximum 2 months from the locations 
under construction. The temporary relocation site will be the free space currently used as a car park, 
which will be prepared by the City Hall and Market Manager to be suitable. 

• PIU and market management will collect a list of names and prepare the location for the vendors 
to continue selling normally. 

Name: Ratana 
Gender: Female 
Position: Market Vendor 
Question: When the Project start the construction? 

Name: Chan Narith 
Gender: Male 
Position: National Resettlement Specialist 
Response: For the construction schedule is 
planned to start construction as soon as 
possible, estimated now at the end of this year 
or early next year. The project will inform you 
and affected households at least 2 weeks to 
prepare prior to construction starting. The 
information will be shared with local authorities 
and market management, who will prepare the 
new place on time for all vendors to continue 
selling without any impact on income. 

Name: Touch 
Gender: Female 
Position: Market Vendor 
Question: Does the market management device a 
schedule for vendors or time slots when we can sell 
our products when the Project come and we move to 
the temporary site? 

Name: Peng Sithy 
Gender: Male 
Position: BTB Deputy Governor 
Response: We do not device time for your 
selling. We already have had discussion with 
market management and also inform the 
provincial governor that there will be no 
schedule for market vendors or limitations on 
time when you can sell. Hence, you can sell all 
the time. 

Name: Oem 
Gender: Female 
Position: Market Vendor 
Question: What kind of space we will have for selling? 

Name: Peng Sithy 
Gender: Male 
Position: BTB Deputy Governor 
Response: The space location for selling at the 
new temporary location is large and with 
enough plots available. If you have problem with 
the available space for selling, please inform to 
local authority or market management, and they 
will prepare larger space for you. 

Attendance List 

No Name Gender Position Institution Telephone 
1 Van Chanthy Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 081 454878 
2 Chea Chea Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 095 299213 
3 Seng Kim Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 081 840519 
4 Pich Chhuom Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market - 
5 Saren Savath Tei Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 069 626905 

6 So Maly Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 089 756763 
7 San Omn Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market - 
8 Sun Tuoch Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 2232396 
9 Yeay Vith Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 097 4620530 
10 Ly Rathana Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 2075410 
11 Lornh Phorn Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 012 636646 
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12 Sek Rany Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 097 264285 

13 Chheang Sopheap Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 085 105787 

14 Vin Asa Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 6586978 

15 Chan Vy Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 012 381214 

16 Pou Sobin Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 015 614 157 

17 Vy Na Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 097 9565899 

18 Kim Hong Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 077 779397 

19 Prak Koneath Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 012 389816 

20 Vong Chintra Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 9681636 

21 San Sreyno Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 015 732 885 

22 Khim Chenda Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 012 362911 

23 Vern Phanuth Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 093 337750 

24 Kim Sern Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 7929524 

25 Chav Dana Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 068 8902556 

26 Na Teav Thol Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 015 360784 

27 Khai Sambo Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 8412361 

28 Chanthou Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market - 

29 Eng Kimreang Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 525 6366 

30 Deth Mum Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 088 3047024 

31 Seth Vy Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 089 436157 

32 Srey Neang Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 089 288512 

33 Bun Thy Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 088 9633920 

34 Prerng Khert Male Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 098 323290 

35 Rith You lean Male Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 085 335596 

36 Nai Them Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 097 549 5255 

37 Lem Sokun Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 017 807103 

38 Phay Pheap Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 093 722525 

39 Hem Sotean Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 097 819 2198 

40 Vern Nary Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 097 9321683 
41 Chhey Marady Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 092 806045 
42 Duo Ngern Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market - 
43 Vath Savinh Female MarketVendor 13 Makara Market 088 3121010 
44 Che Vorn Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 012 416 318 
45 AearVern Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 031 4000598 

46 Phally Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 017 841570 

47 Hing Sern Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 088 5493726 
48 Chay Ny Male Market Vendor 13 Makara Market 096 919 8027 
49 Ming Tun Female Market Vendor 13 Makara Market - 

50 Peng Sithy Male City Hall Governor Battambang 012 873536 
51 Ang Vasna Male Deputy City Hall 

Governor 
Battambang 089 927 777 

52 Sung Serng Male Office Director City Hall 012 975 250 
53 Tor Hun Male Chief of Commune Preak Prash Sdach 012 365279 

54 Nuo Chorvyvann Male Office Director DPWT 017 260 560 

55 Urn Vanna Male Vice-Office Director DPWT 092 530237 

56 Chhun Sopheap Male Market committee 13 Makara Market 012 956624 

57 Yem Chamnan Male Environment Specialist Ramboll-MPWT- 
ADB 

012 945 546 

58 Chan Narith Male Resettlement 
Speciallist 

Ramboll-MPWT- 
ADB 

089 566 998 

59 Kern Sokuntheary Female Deputy Director DPWT/PIU 
Chairman 

092 818017 
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Images of the public consultation meetings at 13 Makara Market 



(b) Sophy Market Vendors Public Consultation Meeting 

Date of Meeting 
Monday, 28 May 2020 

Time: 2:00pm 

Venue 

Ratanak Commune Office 

Prepared by 

Chan Narith 

National Resettlement Specialist 

Participants: 

• Deputy City Governor of BTB 

• PIU 

• Local Authority 

• Market Manager 

• PMC (National Resettlement Expert) 

Summary Attendant List 

• Local authority/key person Total = 8 
— Female = 1 
— Male = 7 

• Participants Total = 29 

— Female= 26 

— Male= 3 

Background and Objective of the Public Consultation Meeting 

• Public Consultation Meeting about new temporary place for market vendor. 

• Question and answer 

Summary Activities 
1. Open the public consultation meeting by the Deputy City Governor of BTB 

a. Welcome remarks and opening the meeting 

b. Introduce the team and subproject description 

c. Introduce of objective of the meeting 

2. Mr. Chan Narith, National Resettlement Specialist 

a. Project description, RGC and ADB resettlement policy (SPS 2009) 

b. Detail about subproject Involuntary Resettlement Framework 

i. What are the affected assets, people, and Vulnerable group in the subproject? 

ii. Corridor of Impact (COI) vs. Right-of-Way (ROW) 

iii. Framework for compensation and Entitlement 

iv. Cut-off-date 

v. Grievance Redress Mechanism and PRSC 

c. Details about DMS/SES and RCS 

d. Details about location temporary and avoiding losing the income of the market vendor 

e. Encouragement for all the participants raise up all their concern, suggestion, comment, 

and question during the discussion part of the consultation. 

3. Question and Answer, all the participants 

4. Deputy City governor of BTB, Conclusion and closing remarks. 

Minute of the meeting recorded 

Question Answer 

Name: Leang Vanak 
Gender: Male 
Position: Deputy City Governor of BTB 
Welcome and Discussion: 

• Warm welcome for all of the participants in this meeting. 

• The objective of today meeting is to share information about the Project and also to inform that 
some market vendors might be affected by the Project sewerage line construction. This might lead to 
temporary relocation for short time during construction. 
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• Please be informed that the process is under responsibility of the city hall and city hall will prepare 
a temporary place for affected vendors to continue daily selling normally and to avoid any impact on your 
income. The temporary relocation site will be from the corner of the market to in front of the pagoda, 
which is a distance of 50 meter from the current place. The temporary location will be prepared by the 
City Hall to be suitable. 

• PIU and market management will collect a list of names and prepare the location for the vendors 
to continue selling normally. 

Name: Srey Pich Name: Chan Narith 
Gender: Female Gender: Male 
Position: Market Vendor Position: National Resettlement Specialist 
Question: How many days we will need to be Response: Vendors must return to the current 

relocated to the temporary place? After the location. The local authority already registers the 
Project is complete can we move back to our current place with a name list. The Project does not 
current place? affect with the current market place and after 

construction finish all can move back on the current 
place. 

The construction schedule is only one month, and if 
possible, the Project will try to push faster that 
schedule. 

The Project will try to manage and avoid the any 
impact on vendors during construction to make sure 
the businesses are not closed by the Project and that 
vendors can continue selling normally. 

Name: Lyna Name: 
Gender: Female Gender: Male 
Position: Market Vendor Position: Deputy City Governor of BTB 
Ideas: We support the Project in preparing new Response: Thank you for your understanding about 
place for us to continue selling and have no 
impact. We are happy to know that our area after 
construction will not have a problem with 
wastewater and also that we will get a new 
landfill. We hope to see the Project construction 
as soon as possible. 

the Project and sharing your views. 

Conclusion 

During the public consultation meeting with market vendor, the detail explanation about the project 

such as project location, resettlement framework and compensation follow the ADB guideline already 

inform to the participants and they are clear with the project. 

Especially, they are understanding about the objective of the meeting and shared information. The 

Deputy of the BTB city and local authority explained to all of the participants repeatedly that there is 

no impact on their income during construction because of continuing business at the new temporary 

location during construction. 

So, all the participants in the public consultation meeting understood and welcomed the Project 

because they can continue their selling without impact. 
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Attendance List 

No Name Gender Position Institution Telephone 

1 Mao Dany Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 070 565 450 

2 Po Hong Male Market Vendor Sophy Market 089 623 580 

3 Chhan Kunna Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 081 908 099 

4 Seth Sreypich Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 070 838359 

5 Kuy Phearum Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 012 216779 

6 Voun Marath Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

7 Keb Nea Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

8 Sarum Uksaphea Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 081 714401 

9 Chorn Ny Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

10 Chuob Chenda Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 092 689292 

11 Muon Chantha Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 016 339732 
12 Phan Sokhorn Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 010 650353 
13 Pheach Khum Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 092 591851 
14 Tern Sreymurn Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 096 2097627 

15 Khem Pok Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

16 El Mas Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

17 Kong Savern Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

18 Chham Sokhern Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 089 877818 
19 Chuon Rith Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 088 958 8775 

20 Kuoy Kich Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 015 262672 
21 Sad Manan Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 092 942847 
22 Buth Mum Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 010 322261 
23 Liv Chheang Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

24 Chea Lyna Female Market Vendor Sophy Market 096 9830592 
25 Hal Lap Male Market Vendor Sophy Market 071 3596884 
26 Kas Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

27 Chherm Chheath Female Sub-Chief of village Sophy 086 818546 
28 Prum Theany Female Market Vendor Sophy Market - 

29 Leng Vanna Male Vice-Office Director DPWT 092 530237 
30 Kern Sokuntheary Female Deputy Director DPWT/PIU Chairman 092 818017 
31 Chan Narith Male Resettlement Speciallist Ramboll-MPWT-ADB 089 566 998 
32 Chhean Kemchhuon Male Council of Sangkat Ratanak Sangkat Ratanak 092 766 707 
33 Urn Vanna Male Vice-Office Director DPWT 092 530237 
34 Nuo Chorvyvann Male Office Director DPWT 017 260 560 
35 Yus Yern Male Chief of Sangkat Ratanak Sangkat Ratanak 092 330 181 
36 Sung Serng Male Office Director City Hall 012 975 250 
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